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I ve worked in Rome, and while this story didn t fully capture the experience of arriving there
as a non Italian speaker on a working holiday, it came close enough Plus there was the

backstory mystery of a wartime romance, and a thoroughly engaging collection of family
and friends for the hero and heroine respectively I also enjoyed the blog posts that were
interspersed with the narrative. I am always intrigued by the books that take place in Italy
There is just something exciting about being able to vividly imagine and recognize the
setting Liz Fielding s Flirting with Italian is set in Rome its surroundings Author did a great
job describing and capturing the atmosphere, thus making the ambience almost like a
character.Although the book focuses on two main characters, Sarah Matteo, it has also a
secondary story about Sarah s great grandfather and a certain woman named Lucia I loved
the interweaving of both stories and it kept me interested the whole way through.Despite
the minor Italian grammatical errors, I thoroughly enjoyed this book and I highly recommend
that you read it. DOWNLOAD ? Flirting with Italian ? Bag Packed Flight Booked Soon I Ll
Be In Rome And Experiencing Life In A Foreign Language Watch This Space Newly Single
Sarah Gratton Is Determined To Enjoy Her Holiday Could A Just For Fun Romance With
Dark Eyed Matteo Di Serrone Be The Answer This Italian Count Is Ideal Flirting Material If
Sarah S Brave Enough To Make A Move Well, She Might Not Be But Luckily Matteo Is
Matteo Decides To Keep This Mysterious Woman Close No Hardship At All, Given Their
Spine Tingling Awareness Of Each Other It S Like Something Out Of A Fairy Tale Until
Sarah Realizes She S Made The Most Rookie Mistake Of All Falling In Love With Her
Holiday Fling Would you like to take a trip to Italy You don t do heights The good news is
that you don t need to take a plane Just check in at Mills and Boon and let Liz Fielding s
capable hands transport you to Rome Heroine Sarah has a good reason to quit UK shores
and reinvent herself She s enchanted by her new flat and happy to find work in the city But
when curiosity leads her into the countryside on a golden October day, she encounters
Matteo, a dark haired Italian edible enough to ramp up her heart rate.But this story isn t only
about two attractive people struggling with their emotional baggage A skilfully woven sub
plot takes us back to wartime when another couple inhabited this same, idyllic landscape
Passion flared then, as it does decades later, linking Sarah and Matteo.Liz Fielding s latest
book is a triumph She is the mistress of sexual tension and achingly beautiful description
Be prepared to drool. I won this book from a contest on Goodreads.Sarah Gratton is a
teacher at Maybridge High which she considers her dream job Recently dumped by the
man of her dreams, the Head at her school approached Sarah to offer her a teaching
position in Rome which she readily accepts Her Great Grandfather, Lex, was skeptical of
her abrupt move, but wished her the best He also told her a story about when he was in the
war in Italy and his plane developed engine trouble and he had to bail in freezing
temperatures He was a found by a beautiful local girl named Lucia and she nursed him
back to health and hid him for months until the allies arrived They were in love He showed
Sarah the picture of her and she vowed to find out if she was still alive Sarah is hoping to
enjoy her time in Rome and perhaps even find a dark handsome Italian to have an innocent
fling with But, as the saying goes, be careful what you wish for. I just received this in the

mail from the contest Thanks a bunch can t wait to dive in It is also signed by the author
with a personal note to me YAY I loved this sweet romance, it was just the tonic I
needed.Sarah, a teacher has recently been dumped by her fiance for another woman
Deciding to change her life, she takes a temporary teaching job in Rome, and at the same
time researches her gt grandfather s experiences there during WWII.Of course, she couldn
t have known she would bump into the gorgeous Matteo, current owner of the house her gt
grandfather was hidden in Oh, and she writes great blogs too Recommended for a light, fun
and feelgood read. As per usual, Liz Fielding does not disappoint Engaging, charming
characters with a flavour of Italy Even without the sex on the page, this sweet romance has
sizzle factor A sensual, flirty and fun read There is a gentle comic element that Liz does so
well there is some great dialogue between her two characters Liz manages to get the
emotions and passion and all those tingly feelings that go with romance and love amazingly
on to the page. FLIRTING WITH ITALIAN by Liz Fielding is a January 2012 release by
Harlequin Romance Sarah Gratton takes a teaching job in Italy to get away from the
memories of where her heart shattered She shares her experiences via a blog with her old
school back in England.One day she goes looking for a village where her grandfather had
found shelter during the war What will she find in the village Will she find the special lady
who helped her grandfather Matteo di Serrone is now living in the house that her
grandfather found shelter in Meeting Matteo, Sarah feels the spine tingling awareness of
him After all her grandfather had advised her to find herself a dark eyed Italian lover to
forget about her heart ache Dare she take her grandfather s advice FLIRTING WITH
ITALIAN had some pleasant and unexpected twists and turns As Sarah said, I didn t mean
to fall in love That just wasn t supposed to happen I was in love with Tom and had my entire
life planned out Tom ran into Louise and I hit Matteo A head on collision Liz Fielding has
brought with her master story telling this remarkable tale, FLIRTING WITH ITALIAN that
sparkles with plenty of sizzle, sensuality and romance Her characters are amazing in their
complexities, their interactions and their growing love for each another It s definitely for the
keeper shelf FLIRTING WITH ITALIANLiz s latest romance, Flirting with Italian, is right now
up for the RoNA Rose award which is a super big deal in the UK And no wonder The
heroine, a teacher who has run away to Rome after a big break up, is fun lovely and true,
and the hero an Italian Count As fantasies go, it s a good un One of the things I loved best
bit that stayed was Sarah s blog Asked by her Principal back home to write a blog about her
Roman adventure for her students, Sarah smartly knows her students couldn t be bothered
reading such a thing So she uses the blog as a rich, luscious, experiential andhonest
retelling of her time And as another way for us to feel her growing feelings for the hero
Matteo it s an absolute delight.Flirting with Italian is a delicious, warm, slow burn of a love
story And will make you yearn to sit under the Italian sun with the lazy buzz of bees and
grape juice pooling beneath your tongue And if that isn t reason enough to read a book I
don t know what is Next I m readingThe Next Always by Nora Roberts What are you
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